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Abstract.22

Background: Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness may reflect cerebral status.23

Objective: This study assessed the relationship between RNFL thickness and incident all-cause dementia in the European
Prospective Investigation into Cancer in Norfolk (EPIC-Norfolk) Eye Study.

24
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Methods: Glaucoma detection with variable corneal compensation (GDx-VCC) and Heidelberg Retinal Tomograph II (HRT
II) derived global mean RNFL thickness from dementia-free participants at baseline within the EPIC-Norfolk Eye Study were
analyzed. Incident dementia was identified through linkage to electronic medical records. Cox proportional hazard mixed-
effects regression models adjusted for key confounders were used to examine the associations between RNFL thickness and
incident dementia in four separate models.
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30

Results: 6,239 participants were included with 322 cases of incident dementia and mean age of 67.5-years old, with 49.7%
women (median follow-up 13.2-years, interquartile range (11.7 to 14.6 years). Greater RNFL thickness (GDx-VCC) was
not significantly associated with a lower risk of incident dementia in the full adjusted model [HR per quartile increase 0.95;
95% CI 0.82–1.10]. Similarly, RNFL thickness assessed with HRT II was also not associated with incident dementia in any
model (full adjusted model; HR per quartile increase: 1.06; [95% CI 0.93–1.19]. Gender did not modify any associations
under study.
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Conclusion: GDx-VCC and HRT II derived RNFL thickness are unlikely to be useful predictors of incident dementia. Higher
resolution optical imaging technologies may clarify whether there are useful relationships between neuro-retinal morphology
and brain measures.
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INTRODUCTION37

Dementia is one of the most pressing global health38

issue facing our world today for the significant bur-39

den it can place upon patients, their caregivers, and40

society broadly [1]. The diagnosis of the dementia41

syndrome depends on clinical features, as it is a clin-42

ical syndrome. However, there is significant interest43

in identifying biomarkers which may strongly cor-44

relate with dementia syndrome or hold potential to45

assist in its diagnosis when interpreted in the context46

of a patient’s presenting symptoms.47

Among these potential predictors or biomarkers,48

there is a growing body of evidence which suggests49

that retinal neurodegeneration may precede brain50

dysfunction. The retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL)51

is the neuronal sheath formed by the axons of gan-52

glion cells and are a projection of the optic nerve.53

The RNFL may be accurately and easily measured54

through optic imaging technologies and is an impor-55

tant parameter that is altered in the preclinical stages56

of many neurological diseases [2]. For example,57

RNFL thinning which is detectable on optical imag-58

ing technologies often precede symptomatic visual59

fields loss in glaucoma, making it critical in mak-60

ing an early diagnosis of glaucoma [3–5]. It has been61

hypothesized that RNFL thinning may specifically62

reflect neurological injury or pathological axonal63

atrophy of the optic nerve [6]. Indeed, significant64

RNFL thinning has been shown to not only be an65

important diagnostic indicator of glaucoma progres-66

sion, but also present in a myriad of neurological67

and degenerative diseases such as multiple sclero-68

sis, Parkinson’s disease, and various forms of optic69

neuropathies [7–9]. In people with Alzheimer’s dis-70

ease (AD), the same histopathological changes of AD71

occurring in the hippocampus and temporo-parietal72

cortex were also seen in their retina [10]. Further,73

a relationship has been shown between the degree74

of RNFL thinning and disease severity, supporting75

the possibility of RNFL thickness as a potential76

biomarker towards the diagnosis and prognostication77

of neurological conditions [7–9]. Thinner macular78

ganglion cell complex and total macular thickness79

have also been found to correlate with smaller total80

brain volume, grey matter volume, and hippocam-81

pal volume, supporting the hypothesis that cerebral 82

atrophy and retinal atrophy may share common mech- 83

anisms [11]. 84

With high-performance optic imaging tools 85

becoming more widely available over the past decade, 86

it has been discovered that the relationship between 87

RNFL thickness and cognition may be more closely 88

linked than previously thought. In a longitudinal 89

study of 865 participants, having a thinner RNFL 90

at 45years old was associated with lower cognitive 91

performance, processing speed, and IQ, suggesting 92

that RNFL thickness may be particularly sensitive 93

for detecting changes in cognition in middle life [12]. 94

This is supported by studies which have found strong 95

associations between RNFL thickness and Mini- 96

Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores among 97

people with mild cognitive impairment [13]. In the 98

Rotterdam study, patients with a thinner RNFL layer 99

at baseline had a 44% higher risk of developing 100

dementia, and 43% higher risk of developing AD 101

per every RNFL standard deviation increase [14]. 102

With regards to subtypes of dementia such as AD, 103

several studies have suggested that people with AD 104

may have significantly thinner RNFL than their coun- 105

terparts without AD [15, 16]. Further, pathologic 106

changes in the retina vasculature were associated 107

with increased prevalent and incident AD [17]. Not 108

only might RNFL thickness reflect the presence or 109

absence of dementia, but several studies have also 110

suggested that a gradient may exist between dementia 111

disease severity and RNFL thickness, with a thin- 112

ner RNFL corresponding to greater disease severity 113

[18, 19]. Together, these findings support the notion 114

that retinal neuronal structure may be a close reflec- 115

tion of cerebral health and function [17]. As there 116

are no known objective stage-specific biomarkers for 117

dementia, neuronal changes as evidenced through 118

RNFL thinning may offer a promising objective and 119

cost-effective aid in its clinical diagnosis [20]. 120

The aim of this study was to investigate the associ- 121

ation between RNFL thickness and incident all-cause 122

dementia in the European Prospective Investigation 123

into Cancer in Norfolk (EPIC-Norfolk) Eye Study 124

Cohort. We hypothesize that thinner global RNFL 125

thickness may be associated with increased incidence 126

of all-cause dementia. 127
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MATERIALS AND METHODS128

Study population129

Between 1993 and 1998, over 30,000 participants130

were recruited through general practices in Norfolk,131

UK. A variety of baseline information such as diet,132

physical activity, blood samples, and anthropomet-133

ric data were collected. This formed the basis of134

the EPIC-Norfolk study, a prospective population-135

based cohort study of residents in East Anglia, United136

Kingdom (UK). Following enrollment, participants137

were invited to additional health checks throughout138

the years and provide consent to electronic medical139

record linkage to ascertain disease endpoints. A more140

detailed discussion of the study design of the EPIC-141

Norfolk study is presented elsewhere [21, 22]. This142

study is a secondary analysis of the EPIC-Norfolk143

Eye Study Cohort, which was formed by all liv-144

ing participants still enrolled in the EPIC-Norfolk145

study by 2004 (n = 18,380), who participated in the146

third health examination (3HE). The 3HE collected a147

range of covariates with a focus on ocular measure-148

ments and cognitive tests. The association between149

cognitive tests and RNFL thickness within the EPIC-150

Norfolk Eye Study had previously been explored151

[23]. For this analysis, ocular measurements, specif-152

ically axial length, typical scan score, and RNFL153

thickness measurements, were derived from the 3HE154

EPIC-Norfolk Eye Study.155

Data collection156

RNFL measures were derived using Glaucoma157

detection with variable corneal compensation (GDx-158

VCC; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA) and159

Heidelberg Retinal Tomograph II (HRT II; Hei-160

delberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) without161

pupil dilation. These were carried out by trained162

nurses following standard operating procedures of163

Moorfields Eye Hospital which were adapted for the164

Eye Study after extensive training and validation for165

staff prior to initiation of the study. Weekly review of166

data collected was conducted by an ophthalmologist.167

Both GDx-VCC and HRT II are well validated tech-168

nologies which use the tissue characteristics of RNFL169

and the properties of light to ascertain the struc-170

ture parameters of the optic nerve head and RNFL171

layer [24–27]. GDx-VCC is a form of scanning laser172

polarimetry which does not directly measure RNFL173

thickness [28, 29]. Instead, it derives RNFL thick-174

ness based on the birefringence property of the RNFL175

through measuring the backscattered light from retar- 176

dation of polarized beams [28, 29]. There is also 177

evidence that GDx-VCC may show changes in the 178

health of the RNFL even prior to thinning [30, 31]. 179

HRT II is a form of laser ophthalmoscopy which mea- 180

sures the height of the retina at the disc margin and 181

uses this as a proxy for RNFL thickness, relying on 182

the surface reflectivity pattern of RNFL to estimate 183

thickness [28, 29]. Although both aim to measure 184

the same construct, the means through which they 185

estimate RNFL thickness are different, and as such, 186

both were included in the analysis to allow com- 187

parison and overview. The following controls were 188

implemented to minimize the effect of measurement 189

error on the dataset and ensure that RNFL thickness 190

measurements were of sufficiently high precision. 191

Only eyes with RNFL scan quality score of ≥7 on 192

GDx-VCC, and ≤40 �m topography standard devia- 193

tion from HRT II were included. A highly significant 194

level of ‘atypical retardation’ can occur in the retinal 195

measurements of eyes which have other comorbidi- 196

ties (such as glaucoma, which is common among 197

older adults) [32, 33]. Within published studies using 198

RNFL data, the typical scan score (TSS) derived from 199

GDx-VCC is frequently deployed to account for this 200

distortion and differentiate healthy eyes from others 201

[33, 34]. In our analysis, the TSS was accounted for 202

as a quality control metric by incorporating it as a 203

variable into the regression model. 204

Cases of incident all-cause dementia were derived 205

from linkage to electronic medical records (EMR) of 206

patients with available 3HE data through the Inter- 207

national Classification of Diseases (ICD) 10 coding 208

system. Electronic medical record linkages with local 209

and national organizations within the UK also aided 210

in capturing diagnosed cases of incident dementia. 211

A systematic review of studies evaluating the valid- 212

ity of routinely collected EMRs within the UK found 213

that validity estimates of diagnosed dementia are gen- 214

erally high [35]. A list of included codes used to 215

capture cases of incident dementia are included in 216

Supplementary Table 4. 217

Covariates data were pooled from the baseline visit 218

or the 3HE. Age, sex, smoking status, alcohol con- 219

sumption and quantity, employment status, education 220

level, social class, and family history of dementia 221

were all collected through participant self-disclosed 222

questionnaires. Smoking history was derived from 223

yes/no responses to the questions: “have you ever 224

smoked as much as one cigarette a day for as long 225

as a year?”, and “do you smoke cigarettes now?”. 226

Responses were then categorized into smoking sta- 227
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tus of “ever” and “never” smokers for this analysis.228

Alcohol consumption was derived from the ques-229

tion: “how many alcoholic drinks do you have each230

week?”. Total alcohol consumption was estimated as231

the total units of drinks consumed in a week, and232

categorized into no intake, >0 to <7 units/week, ≥7233

units to <14 units/week, ≥14 units to <21 units/week,234

and ≥21 units/week. Employment status was deter-235

mined from the question “do you have a paid job236

at present?”. Education level represents the highest237

level attained, and was categorized into education238

less than age 16, education to age 16, education to239

age 18, and degree. Social class was self-reported240

by participants and then classified based on the241

Registrar General’s occupation-based classification242

scheme based on their own, or their partner’s current243

occupation. If the participants were retired, then their244

last employment or their partner’s last employment245

was used. Family history of dementia was also self-246

reported, and determined as yes or no overall based on247

if any one of the participant’s immediate family had248

a known diagnosis of dementia, specifically: mother,249

father, brother, or sister. Body mass index (BMI) was250

calculated as the weight in kilograms divided by the251

square of height. Height was measured to the nearest252

0.1 kg using digital scales, and height measured to the253

nearest millimeter using free-standing stadiometer by254

a nurse. Axial length as a covariate was measured by255

a trained nurse following standard operating proce-256

dures of Moorfields Eye Hospital which were adapted257

for the Eye study using non-contact partial coherence258

interferometry (IOLMaster V.4, Carl Zeiss Meditech259

Ltd, Welwyn Garden City, UK).260

Statistical analysis261

All statistical analysis were carried out using the262

software R (version 2022.02.3+492) with a sig-263

nificance level of p-value<0.05. Patients who had264

prevalent dementia at time of recruitment into the265

EPIC-Norfolk Eye Study were excluded from this266

analysis. A complete-case analysis was carried out267

and patients with missing covariate data of inter-268

est included in the primary analysis, such as RNFL269

thickness measurements or missing quality control270

variables, were excluded from the study. If only one271

eye met the inclusion criteria, that eye was included in272

the analysis with the other excluded. Figure 1 summa-273

rizes this with a flow diagram of the study population274

after applying inclusion and exclusion criteria. To275

investigate the survival and hazard probabilities of276

incident dementia based on mean RNFL thickness,277

three mixed-effects Cox proportional hazard mod- 278

els were built as the primary analysis. To reduce 279

the effect of skewing by outliers, mean RNFL thick- 280

ness was stratified into quartiles. Model one included 281

adjusting for TSS and clustering between eyes of the 282

same person. Model two further adjusted for age and 283

sex. Model three further adjusted for BMI, education 284

level, employment status, smoking status, alcohol 285

consumption, and axial length. As TSS is only appli- 286

cable to GDx-VCC derived measurements, TSS was 287

not included as a covariate in HRT II models. The pro- 288

portional hazards assumption was checked for each 289

covariate within a model in addition to the global test 290

for each model by testing for significance between 291

scaled Schoenfeld residuals and time using a signifi- 292

cance threshold of p = 0.05. As such, the beta can be 293

considered valid during the entire follow-up period. 294

Following, secondary analysis examined the same 295

associations with patients stratified by sex. Interac- 296

tion analysis by age and sex were also carried out 297

in addition to sensitivity analysis of GDx-VCC and 298

HRT II as continuous variables. Further sensitivity 299

analysis including all covariates additionally adjusted 300

for glaucoma status, presence or absence of age- 301

related macular degeneration (AMD), and presence 302

or absence of diabetic retinopathy (DR). Glaucoma 303

status was derived from a combination of various sys- 304

tematic ocular examinations, including visual acuity, 305

tonometry, optic nerve head assessment, peripapillary 306

nerve fiber layer assessment, 24-2 central threshold 307

visual field, and clinical examination by a consultant 308

ophthalmologist with expertise in glaucoma. Follow- 309

ing, participants were stratified into no glaucoma, 310

suspected glaucoma, and glaucoma. Where two eyes 311

of the same participant differed in glaucoma status, 312

the more clinically serious designation was assumed 313

for that participant. The presence of absence of AMD 314

were determined from standardized grading of fundus 315

photographs by independent reviewers, based on the 316

Wisconsin protocol [36]. DR grading were derived 317

from these same fundus photographs of the optic disc 318

and macula, taking into account photo quality and 319

lesion grading to derive an overall grade of DR based 320

on the National Health Service (NHS) Diabetic Eye 321

Screening Programme grading definitions [37]. 322

RESULTS 323

Data were available from 17,246 eyes of 8,623 par- 324

ticipants within the EPIC-Norfolk Eye Study. After 325

removing participants that did not meet inclusion cri- 326

teria, had quality control values outside the threshold 327
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of study population after applying inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Table 1
Descriptive characteristics by dementia status

All Incident Dementia
Yes No p

Total Patients, n (%) 6239 (100) 322 (5.2) 5917 (94.8)
Total Eyes, n (%) 10949 (100) 534 (4.9) 10415 (95.1)
Age, y, mean (SD) 67.53 (7.5) 75.2 (5.8) 67.5 (7.5) <0.0001
Sex, n (%)

Women 3493 (56.0) 170 (52.8) 3323 (56.2) 0.23
BMI, kg/m2, mean (SD) 26.8 (4.3) 26.7 (4.3) 26.8 (4.3) 0.86
Family History of Dementia1, n yes (%) 861 (13.8) 39 (12.1) 822 (13.9)
Social Class2, n (%) 0.63

Professional 373 (6.0) 20 (6.2) 353 (6.0)
Managerial/technical 2345 (37.8) 114 (35.5) 2231 (38.0)
Skilled, non-manual 1670 (26.9) 86 (26.8) 1584 (27.0)
Skilled, manual 842 (13.6) 54 (16.8) 788 (13.4)
Semi-skilled 782 (12.6) 39 (12.1) 743 (12.6)
Nonskilled 185 (3.0) 8 (2.5) 177 (3.0)

Education Level 0.004
Degree 1148 (18.4) 46 (14.3) 1102 (18.6)
Education to Age 18 2809 (45.0) 137 (42.5) 2672 (45.2)
Education to Age 16 736 (11.8) 33 (10.2) 703 (11.9)
Education less than age of 16 1546 (24.8) 106 (32.9) 1440 (24.3)

Alcohol Intake, n (%) 0.01
No intake 1798 (28.8) 120 (37.3) 1678 (28.4)
>0 to <7 units/week 2289 (36.7) 105 (32.6) 2184 (36.9)
>/=7 to <14 units/week 1245 (20.0) 53 (16.5) 1192 (20.1)
>/=14 to <21 units/week 508 (8.1) 26 (8.1) 482 (8.1)
>/=21 units/week 399 (6.4) 18 (5.6) 381 (6.4)

Smoking Status 0.002
Never 3122 (50) 138 (60.2) 2984 (49.6)
Ever 3117 (50) 194 (39.8) 2933 (50.4)

Employment Status3, n yes (%) 1813 (29.1) 21 (6.5) 1792 (30.3)
Axial Length, mm; mean (SD) 23.5 (1.1) 23.4 (1.1) 23.5 (1.1) 0.0006
1First-degree relatives; 2Derived from participant self-reported own and partner’s last occupation based on the
Registrar General’s occupation based classification scheme. 3Employed with paid job at time of 3rd health exam-
ination; SD, standard deviation; BMI, body mass index; GDx-VCC, Glaucoma detection with variable corneal
compensation; HRT II, Heidelberg Retinal Tomography II; RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer. p < 0.05 in bold.
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Table 2
Regression results with GDx-VCC derived mean RNFL thickness
stratified by quartiles and incident all-cause dementia as outcome

of interest

HR 95% CI p

Model 11 0.84 0.72–0.98 0.03
Model 22 0.96 0.85–1.08 0.46
Model 33 0.95 0.82–1.10 0.52

Hazard ratio (HR) for all-cause dementia per quartile increase in
RNFL thickness. 1Model adjusted for clustering between eyes of
the same patient and the typical scan score. 2Model adjusted for
clustering between eyes of the same patient, the typical scan score,
age, and sex. 3Model adjusted for all covariates, including cluster-
ing between eyes of the same patient, the typical scan score, age,
sex, body mass index, employment status at time of 3rd health
examination, highest education level completed, smoking status,
amount of alcohol consumed, and axial length. 95% CI, 95% con-
fidence interval; GDx-VCC, Glaucoma detection with variable
corneal compensation; RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer. p < 0.05
in bold.

of acceptability, or had missing data in variables of328

interest, 10,949 eyes from 6,239 participants were329

included in the final analysis.330

Table 1 summarizes the baseline characteristics331

of those included. Among those included in the332

final analysis, the mean age was 67.53-years old,333

and 56.0% were women. The median follow-up334

period was 13.2-years, interquartile range (11.7335

to 14.6 years). GDx-VCC derived quartiles are336

as follows: 1st quartile, <52.54 �m; 2nd quartile,337

52.54–56.35�m; 3rd quartile, 56.36–60.36 �m; and338

4th quartile, >60.36 �m. HRT II derived quartiles339

are as follows: 1st quartile,<0.17 mm; 2nd quartile,340

0.17–0.22 mm; 3rd quartile, 0.22–0.27 mm; 4th quar-341

tile, >0.27 mm. Regression results for each model342

built for the primary analysis are captured in Table 2.343

Descriptive characteristics of eyes included stratified344

by GDx-VCC and HRT II derived RNFL quartiles345

are available in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 respec-346

tively.347

Among those included in the analysis, people with348

diagnosed dementia were more likely to be older,349

have history of smoking, score lower on the short350

form MMSE, and lower on the Hopkins Verbal Learn-351

ing Test than those without diagnosed dementia.352

Throughout all models, the Cox proportional hazards353

assumption was not violated.354

Survival analysis for GDx-VCC derived RNFL355

thickness356

Within model 1 which adjusted for TSS and clus-357

tering between eyes of the same patient, mean RNFL358

quartile was significantly associated with diagnosed 359

dementia later in life (p = 0.003) with a hazard ratio of 360

0.84 (95% CI 0.72–0.98) per RNFL thickness quartile 361

increase. However, once age and sex were adjusted 362

for in model 2, the association between RNFL 363

quartile and diagnosed dementia was no longer statis- 364

tically significant (hazard ratio per quartile increase 365

0.96 [95% CI 0.85–1.08]; p = 0.46). This associa- 366

tion remained statistically insignificant when further 367

covariates were adjusted for in model 3 (hazard 368

ratio per quartile increase 0.95 [95% CI 0.82–1.10]; 369

p = 0.52). Table 2 summarizes the hazard ratios of 370

all-cause dementia per increase in RNFL quartile for 371

GDx-VCC derived RNFL thickness. Figure 2 sum- 372

marizes the Kaplan-Meier survival curve for all-cause 373

incident dementia by GDx-VCC derived RNFL quar- 374

tiles. 375

Survival analysis for HRT II derived RNFL 376

thickness 377

Within model 1, the association between mean 378

RNFL quartile as measured through HRT II was sta- 379

tistically non-significant (p = 0.13). Similarly, when 380

age, sex, BMI, employment status, smoking sta- 381

tus, alcohol consumption, and axial length were 382

adjusted for in models 2 and 3, the association contin- 383

ued to remain statistically non-significant (p = 0.47, 384

and p = 0.39 respectively). Similar to findings from 385

GDx-VCC derived RNFL thickness, age remained 386

a significantly associated with diagnosed dementia 387

throughout all models (p < 0.05). Figure 2 outlines the 388

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for survival from diag- 389

nosed dementia by HRT II derived RNFL quartiles. 390

Table 3 summarizes the hazard ratios of all-cause 391

dementia per increase in RNFL quartile for HRT II 392

derived RNFL thickness. Figure 3 summarizes the 393

Kaplan-Meier survival curve for all-cause incident 394

dementia by GDx-VCC derived RNFL quartiles. 395

After stratifying by sex, no significant associations 396

were found in either the GDx-VCC or HRT II derived 397

cohort. Interactions by sex also found similar results 398

of non-significance for GDx-VCC (p = 0.06) and 399

HRT II (p = 0.06). Interactions by age was also non- 400

significant for both GDx-VCC (p = 0.06) and HRT 401

II (p = 0.07). After considering RNFL as a continu- 402

ous variable, no significant associations were found 403

after all covariates were accounted for. Results of 404

the regression analysis for GDx-VCC derived RNFL 405

thickness and HRT II derived RNFL thickness are 406

available in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, respec- 407

tively. Additional sensitivity analysis adjusting for 408
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Fig. 2. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curve for All-Cause Incident Dementia by GDx-VCC derived RNFL quartiles.

Table 3
Regression results with HRT II derived mean RNFL thickness
stratified by quartiles and incident all-cause dementia as outcome

of interest

HR 95% CI p

Model 11 0.92 0.83–1.02 0.13
Model 22 1.04 0.93–1.18 0.47
Model 33 1.06 0.93–1.19 0.39

Hazard ratio (HR) for all-cause dementia per quartile increase in
RNFL thickness. 1Model adjusted for clustering between eyes of
the same patient. 2Model adjusted for clustering between eyes of
the same patient, age, and sex. 3Model adjusted for all covariates,
including clustering between eyes of the same patient, age, sex,
body mass index, employment status at time of 3rd health exami-
nation, highest education level completed, smoking status, amount
of alcohol consumed, and axial length. 95% CI, 95% confidence
interval; HRT II, Heidelberg Retinal Tomography II; RNFL, retinal
nerve fiber layer. p < 0.05 in bold.

all covariates included in model 3 in addition to409

glaucoma status, AMD, and DR also supported the410

primary analysis of no significant associations for411

both GDx-VCC (p = 0.94), and HRT II (p = 0.41).412

An overview of descriptive characteristics of glau-413

coma, AMD, and DR by dementia status is available414

in Supplementary Table 5.415

DISCUSSION416

Within this cohort, GDx-VCC or HRT II derived417

RNFL thickness was not significantly associated with418

incident all-cause dementia. This study raises the419

hypothesis that some optic imaging technologies may420

not be precise or accurate enough to detect a sig-421

nificant enough difference in RNFL thickness for422

accurate dementia prognosis and supports the poten-423

tial superiority of the OCT in further investigating 424

this association. Considering that all regression mod- 425

els merely act as approximations of some underlying 426

truths within the dataset, further studies of this asso- 427

ciation in different populations and using a range of 428

optical imaging technologies are necessary. 429

The novelty of this study stems from 1) the use of 430

GDx-VCC and HRT II to measure RNFL thickness, 431

and 2) having the largest number of incident cases 432

of dementia reported within the present literature. 433

The Mutlu et al. (2018) analysis embedded within 434

the Rotterdam Study similarly examined the associa- 435

tion between RNFL thickness and incident dementia 436

[14]. In comparing findings, our result of null effect 437

differs from the embedded Rotterdam Study which 438

found that having a thinner RNFL at baseline was 439

significantly associated with an increased risk of inci- 440

dent dementia [HR 1.44; 95% CI 1.19–1.75] in a 441

cohort of 5065 Dutch adults. Notably, the Rotterdam 442

Study used optical coherence tomography (OCT) 443

to obtain RNFL measurements, which may have a 444

higher sensitivity for discriminating RNFL thickness 445

than GDx-VCC and HRT II. OCT is a more advanced 446

imaging technology which offers higher resolution 447

3D images of the retina of at least 100 times that of 448

its predecessors [38, 39]. Results of this study may 449

be highlighting the importance of access to high- 450

resolution imaging technologies, such as the OCT, 451

in further examining this association. As each opti- 452

cal imaging technology derives the RNFL thickness 453

measurement through different techniques, it could 454

be the case that the GDx-VCC and HRT II systems 455

were unable to pick up the subtleties available on 456

OCT to detect a statistically significant trend. For this 457
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reason, our results may differ due to regression dilata-458

tion bias from a less precise measurement of RNFL459

thickness, leading to a measured association which460

may be weaker than the true association. However,461

the value of understanding their utility in detecting a462

difference is still pertinent, as they are more likely to463

be available in lower-middle income countries than464

OCTs which is a newer technology and generally465

more expensive to acquire [40, 41]. The Rotterdam466

Study’s exclusion of all participants with pre-existing467

eye pathologies may have further increased an ability468

to detect a difference through increasing the accuracy469

of RNFL thickness measurements by reducing poten-470

tial measurement variabilities introduced by these471

pathologies. In considering additional variables of472

interest, neither sets of analysis were able to account473

for the role of genetic factors, such as APOE or474

polygenic risk scores, in investigating a possible475

association. In looking to future areas of research476

within the realm of RNFL thickness and incident477

dementia, synthesis of genetic factors into the discus-478

sion could offer meaningful insights. Future studies479

directly comparing the sensitivity and association of480

RNFL thickness as measured by HRT II, GDx-VCC,481

and OCT with incident dementia may be of interest.482

We hypothesized we would detect an associa-483

tion between RNFL thickness and incident dementia484

based on the following. Embryonically, the retina is485

developed from the neural tube and shares the same486

neuronal and vascular components as the central ner-487

vous system [15, 17, 42]. Anatomically, it is a layered488

structure at the back of the eye and synapses into the489

optic nerve, which forms a direct connection between490

the retina and subcortical nuclei of the brain [42]. 491

Thinning of the RNFL reflects retinal ganglion cell 492

axon loss and is thought to be an index of neurode- 493

generation and cerebral atrophy [43–45]. Damage 494

to the optic nerve can also directly cause reciprocal 495

responses in CNS axons alongside alterations in neu- 496

rotransmitter levels, and a growing body of literature 497

suggests that factors leading to CNS degeneration 498

may be similar in the brain and the retina [15, 17, 499

46–49]. Breakdown of the blood-brain barrier includ- 500

ing disruption of the blood-retina barrier has been 501

postulated as a mechanism contributing towards neu- 502

rodegeneration, cognitive impairment, and dementia 503

[50, 51]. Research regarding the potential utility of 504

blood-brain barrier breakdown as an early biomarker 505

of dementia is ongoing. 506

Strengths, limitations, and next steps 507

There are several notable strengths inherent to the 508

EPIC-Norfolk Eye Study. First, its large sample size 509

lends to increased statistical power to detect asso- 510

ciations and increased precision. Second, its long 511

period of follow-up and electronic linkage to the med- 512

ical health records of participants minimizes loss to 513

follow-up while maximizing the number of cases 514

of diagnosed dementia captured [21, 22] As most 515

residents within the United Kingdom (UK) are regis- 516

tered with a general practitioner, recruitment through 517

this method minimizes selection bias. Finally, demo- 518

graphic and ophthalmic data collected within the 519

study were detailed and extensive, allowing inclusion 520

of key covariates and RNFL thickness analysis. 521

Fig. 3. Kaplan-Meier Survival Curve for All-Cause Incident Dementia by HRT II derived RNFL quartiles.
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The cohort of participants within the EPIC-Norfolk522

Eye Study are predominantly white (99.7%) [22, 52].523

While this may be representative of the resident pop-524

ulation within the wider older population in the UK,525

investigation in other populations may be necessary526

to validate these findings. Given the observational527

nature of the study, residual confounding also remains528

a possibility despite accounting for potential con-529

founders in the analysis. Given the relative health of530

participants enrolled, healthy volunteer bias and loss531

to follow-up of the most cognitively impaired may532

also bias results.533

Dementia is a complex, multi-factorial syndrome534

with many shared risk factors between sub-types. It535

has been previously demonstrated that although the536

validity of ascertaining all-cause dementia through537

routinely collected healthcare datasets is good, it is538

worse for Alzheimer’s type dementia, and very poor539

for vascular type dementia [53]. It is possible that540

retinal thinning may be specific to certain dementia541

subtypes, and unlikely to occur in others. However,542

it was not possible to examine this, given the risk543

of misclassification bias of subtypes through our544

ascertainment methods of electronic medical records545

linkage. First, the incidence of mixed pathologies546

of dementia types are high, as such, the granular-547

ity of data available and accuracy of differential548

diagnosis of dementia subtypes may be challenging549

[54–56]. Further, this method of identifying primary550

endpoint may lead to an underestimation of the true551

incidence—particularly for cases at the milder end552

of the dementia spectrum, and cases in which a firm553

dementia diagnosis may place the patient at higher554

risk of rapid decline [57, 58]. For this reason, the555

focus of our study remained on “all-cause” dementia.556

Future studies investigating whether retinal thinning557

is only a biomarker for primary neurodegeneration558

rather than secondary causes, such as those due to559

vascular compromise, may be of interest.560

Summary and conclusion561

The prevalence of dementia is expected to triple562

from 57 million people in 2019 to 152.8 million563

people by 2050 [59], making the care of persons564

with dementia a global health priority [60]. Any565

potential predictor of dementia requires rigorous test-566

ing with existing data and other evidence before567

adoption. We have contributed to this process with568

testing of RNFL thickness in the EPIC-Norfolk Eye569

Study. Overall, while RNFL thickness may be a570

biomarker for the early pathobiology of neurodegen-571

erative diseases such as dementia, its clinical utility 572

as a potential diagnostic tool in the routine work- 573

up of dementia requires further research. Although 574

some clinical applications of RNFL thickness in the 575

early detection of dementia may be possible, RNFL 576

thickness as a standalone proxy may be insufficient. 577

Consideration for combining RNFL thickness with 578

another non-invasive test, such as amyloid beta mea- 579

surements, microvascular dysfunction measurement, 580

adaptive optics, fundus photos, and genetics informa- 581

tion (e.g., APOE status or a polygenic risk score) may 582

yield greater utility. At present, a focus on primary 583

prevention at the population level may still be the 584

most effective strategy for preventing morbidity and 585

improving quality of life for people with dementia. 586
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